Featured Video: EFC Objectives
Detailed Description of What the EFC Can Do For Qualifying Schools

1. Establish and maintain a dedicated, easily-accessible Website
2. Track and compile best practices
3. Provide technical assistance
4. Develop and conduct training programs

View Video to Learn More

The Real Costs of Suburban Sprawl in One Infographic
Infographic via Sustainable Prosperity

Here’s a great illustration of how the costs of urban and suburban infrastructure and transportation services vary greatly, with sprawling communities on the more expensive side of things. This handy infographic (click to expand) from environmental think tank Sustainable Prosperity, neatly displays the gaping differences between annual costs per household found in a study by the Halifax Regional Municipality in Nova Scotia. In total, the difference in annual city costs between suburban and urban homes in the region is $2,046 CAD, or $1,623 in U.S. dollars.

View Article
Contact EFC With Questions

Online Form

Please use our contact information below or visit our site and fill out our online contact form. We would be happy to assist you.

Thank you and we hope you are enjoying your summer.

Contact

Education Facilities Clearinghouse
1 Old Oyster Point Road, Suite 220
Newport News, VA  23602
757.269.2210

Stay Connected

Join Our Mailing List

"Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works."
- Steve Jobs